
 
 

 

 

 

Spreading the word  
on good health 
 L ouise Johnson 

Course graduated from: BSc (Hons) majoring 
in microbiology 
Year of graduation: 1975 
Job: CEO Victorian Assisted Reproductive 
Treatment Authority     
Career: Microbiologist, hospitals; science 
teacher; roles at the Cancer Council of Victoria; 
EO, Nursing Mother's Association of Australia; 
Exec. Director OT Australia, Victoria  

Reflection: “Science enables us to develop 
technology for the public good to create life, 
enhance our lives and nurture our environment.” 

  
 
 
 
 
 

 

“I love the interaction of 
science, the law and ethics 
and the human aspect 
associated with this job.” 
 

After finishing her honours science year with a 
microbiology project at the Alfred Hospital, Louise 
Johnson spent four years as a hospital microbiologist. 

It was interesting work, but her lab-bound existence 
made her realise she wanted to work closely with 
people, rather than their blood samples.  

After doing a diploma of education, she spent seven 
years teaching secondary school science biology and 
maths, mostly at Whittlesea Secondary College, in 
north suburban Melbourne, and loved it. 

Life-changing role 
Then, in 1987, a “year out” program that sent teachers 
into industry changed her life.  

Johnson went to the Cancer Council of Victoria, setting 
up the first “Sunsmart” schools program including 
resources for teachers. 

It introduced primary school kids to flapped hats and 
sun-screens and was still running when her own 
children, now 19 and 22, started school.  

Johnson’s later Cancer Council work included the 
highly successful Quit campaign, during which she set 
up the first Quitline. 

This was the first stage in a new career devoted to 

public health and education in a range of not for profit 
organisations including the Australian Association of 
Occupational Therapists and the Victorian Assisted 
Reproductive Treatment Authority (VARTA), where she 
has been CEO since 2005. 

VARTA’s brief includes educating the general public 
about the causes and prevention of infertility and about 
reproductive treatments such as IVF, donor 
insemination and surrogacy.  

At the same time, it focuses on the welfare of children 
born as a result of these techniques, running special 
“Time to tell” seminars to assist parents with how to tell 
children about their origins. 

Educating about fertility 
“Our role is also to promote research into fertility and 
infertility,” says Johnson. 

She’s keen to remind men of the growing evidence of 
the effect that their health, lifestyle and age can have 
on their fertility – and therefore on their female 
partners’ ability to conceive and give birth to healthy 
babies.  

She likes to use popular websites such as Mia 
Freedman’s Mamamia to spread news of the latest 
scientific research on fertility, but has also co-authored 

scientific papers on this topic, as well as on issues such 
as donor conception legislation. 

Science a daily asset 
Her science background, she adds, is a resource she 
draws on “every day”, although she has also added an 
RMIT graduate diploma in management and a Monash 
Masters of regulatory studies along the way. 

 

 

 


